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PEARS activities at the Addo Mountainbike challenge - 2nd February 2013

This Newsletter is published by the Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society
P.O. Box 10402, LINTON GRANGE, 6015
Editing by Eric ZS2ECH

QSX-PE - Newsletter for the discerning Radio Ham
Download QSX-PE from www.zs2pe.co.za/Newsletter/Newsletter.htm
or www.commco.co.za/pears.htm

PEARS Monthly Meeting
Tuesday 19th of March, 7:30 pm
Glen ZS2GV will talk about his salt mine activities
at the Italian Sporting Club, Charlo, 17 Harold Road.
Why not wear a name badge with your call sign to the meeting so that everyone can get to know each other.

From The Chair:
It is hard to keep up with the pace of life; we are already at the end of February and well on the way with 2013.
Much has happened already this year, the PEARS VHF contest is over (we await the results with bated breath), PEARS
members did very well in the QRP contest as well as participating in the recent HF contest.
As I write this the SARL Youth Sprint will take place tomorrow and I wonder how many members will invite a young
neighbour into their shack to take part? If you do please take some photos and write a short report for QSX.
The last monthly meeting was a well-attended event due mainly to the interesting speaker and the fact that said
speaker, Donovan ZS2DL, had arranged through HRO to donate a Dual band HT as an attendance prize. This certainly
brought all the roaches out the woodwork (no offence meant). I am sure that all those who attended will agree that
even without the prize it was well worth the effort as Donovan gave a stimulating presentation of the recent
DXpedition to Lesotho. This was a truly international effort and all arranged by ZS2DL and ZS2DK.
We have another two speakers lined up but after that the sheet is open so if you have an interesting topic you would
like to share please put your name forward.
In closing I urge you all to take an active interest in PEARS ‘Your Club”, attend meetings, support events and give
feedback of your activities.
See you all next month..
73 Tony ZR2TX

WRINKLY RAVERS
The next regular monthly lunchtime meeting of the Wrinklies will take place on
Thursday the 7th of March at GEORGIOS (ex Cattle Baron) in Sunridge Village. You
will only be excused if you have a "more" important appointment, or you do not have
any wrinkles. Come join the folks for some tremendous company and fun, whether you
have wrinkles or not.

SEE YOU THERE!!!!!
PEARS EMAIL REFLECTOR

To register on, or change your settings on the PEARS email reflector, visit http://mailman.qth.net/mailman/listinfo/pears and follow the
instructions to register. This is moderated by JP Human, ex ZS2BZ, and he will verify you are a legit ham, before admitting you onto the
mailing list. If you don’t provide a password, one will be generated and emailed to you – KEEP this for future changes to your “account”
as set up when you registered. You can change how you receive emails from the list – individually or in batches per day, etc.
To send mail to everyone in the list, simply write and send an email to PEARS[at]mailman.qth.net (replace [at] with @). This email will
automatically be forwarded to everyone in the list. If they reply, their reply will also go to everyone, (unless they delete the
automatically filled in to-address and put just you in the destination).
PLEASE do not spam this address as the resultant frustration will render it useless if users block emails from the list. Treat it with the
respect it deserves, as a direct link to many PEARS members and non-members alike.
Thanks to JP for his setting this up for us, long ago.

We regret that we have to announce the passing of Gerhard Baum ZS2UM and Derek Colson ZS2NS. To all family
and friends we extend our sincerest condolences.
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ZS2 DOMINATES QRP CONTEST
The results from the SARL QRP
Contest held on the 27th of January
speak for themselves:
1st: ZS2PE (multi field station)
2nd: ZS2ACP (multi field station)
3rd: ZS4JAN
6th: ZS2J (home)
7th: ZS2U (field station)
13th: ZS2NF (home)
14th: ZS2CX (field station)
Congratulations and thanks to all
the ZS2 participants!
Here are some photos that were
taken when we participated in the
SARL QRP contest on the 27th of
January
2013.We
thoroughly
enjoyed the day and the contest.
The operators in the contest were
ZS2PF, ZS2AL and ZS2EC (multi
station). There were, to my
surprise, plenty division 2 stations
active on hf and band conditions
were good. We used the club
callsign and made 44 QSOs on the
day and 1 of those 44 were 1 DX
QSO (Belgium) on 10 meter band.
Well that’s about it. We are going
to participate in the next QRP
contest (3 left) and again use
ZS2PE.
Greetings de ZS2EC
Note the special QSB medication!
***********

6m beacon VK0RTM/b on 50.300 MHz is now on air at
Mawson Station, Mac Robertson Land, Antarctica,
location: 67°36' S 62°52' E, grid square MC12kj.
The antenna is 2 x M2 HO loops
Gain: 2 Stack @ 40 & 52 ft. - 8.2 dBd @ 6 deg.
Polarity: Horizontal Omni
The antenna mast is on solid rock at the highest point
of Mawson station with a fantastic launch in all
directions.
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SHORT RANGE TWO METRE ANTENNAS – PART 2. MOBILE ANTENNAS
BY AL AKERS – ZS2U
The ground-plane antenna can be adapted for mobile operation by mounting the quarter wave radiator in the centre
of the vehicle roof and using the vehicle roof as the ground-plane. This is an effective antenna, but no doubt few
amateurs would be prepared to drill holes in their vehicle roof. A way round this is to use a magnet mount antenna.
This makes use of a magnet and its enclosure to provide capacitive coupling to the vehicle roof. The capacitive
reactance does decrease the antenna efficiency, so should be minimized by increasing the capacitance. A good way
to do this is to fasten a brass shim under the magnet and connect the feedline screen to this. A piece of adhesive
plastic sheet pasted to the shim will prevent the shim from scratching the vehicle roof.
A popular mobile antenna is a five eighths radiator mounted next to the vehicle bonnet or next to or on the boot lid.
A loading coil is required to make it effectively ¾λ long for matching purposes. While a 5/8λ antenna has a 3DB gain
over a ¼λ antenna, it is in this case lower and partly screened in some directions by the vehicle body, so gain is lost
and there is little to choose between the two. It is more a matter of convenience.

← ZS2U’s mobile quarter wave
antenna with a brass shim
between the magnet and the
protective plastic sheet.

Youth Day Contest - Saturday 23rd of Feb 2013
Here are some photos of the young participants that took part in the Youth Day Contest at the QTH of Theunis
ZS2EC. The 3 young non hams thoroughly enjoyed the experience and will be back next year. One of them (CJ) wants
to write the ham exam but he is still in high school and has no funds and way to get to the classes.

From left to right: Charl-Juan van Jaarsveld (age 14), Mishkaat Stemmet (age 9) and Jadeed Stemmet (age 6).
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“T-MATCH” ANTENNA MATCHING UNIT
By André Botes ZS2ACP
The T-Match has been built and used with success for many years. I decided to construct a more compact unit, using
a toroid rather than the conventional air spaced coil.
The coil was wound on large yellow toroid, removed from a computer power supply. Remove all windings and
rewind with the thick wire removed. Total 16 turn (20-25uh). Do not exceed 25 uh.
The capacitors used were narrow spaced receiver types, as these were available. Wide spacing is recommended for
high power.
I included an internal SWR meter in my matcher, but this is not necessary, should you use and external meter.
Remember that the capacitors are insulated from ground by mounting on nylon, plastic or even wood
A 10- or 12 position rotary switch stripped from an old radio chassis was used to adjust the taps on the coil.
The toroid coil was soldered directly on to the pins of the rotary switch, starting at turn no. 1, and every turn
thereafter until all 10 or 12 positions on the switch are used.
Remember that when SWR is checked on any antenna, this should always be done on the minimum RF output -- only
enough to get full scale reading on the SWR meter, when in the calibrate position.
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REQUEST BY LEARNER FOR ASSISTANCE WITH PROPAGATION STUDY
The following is a request by Dané de Witt, ZU6DD, for assistance with a propagation study:
"I am at present a grade 10 learner and I am busy with a scientific school task. The requirement for the task is to ask
a question about a subject and then do measurements or to collect data in order to answer the question. I decided
to do something about amateur radio. I wish to learn more about propagation on the 40 meter band. To this end I
built a Morse code beacon. The beacon operates on 7 048 kHz and transmits a Morse code message at about 12
w.p.m. and 100 milliwatt. I would like to receive as many reports as possible on the beacon signal in order to make
my research meaningful and for that I need the assistance of radio amateurs. Please listen, and if you hear the signal,
send a signal report to me."
"Read more about the project on WWW.QRZ.COM and search for my call sign ZU6DD. There is a description and
photos of the beacon project. Signal reports must include the date, time and grid square reference. My email
address is zu6dd@kripton.co.za, or it may be sent by SMS to 082 771 3976.

PEARS VHF / UHF CONTEST – JANUARY 2013 – by Al Akers – ZS2U
Cape St Francis is a good site, though not the best, to operate from in the contest. As a combination of field station
operation and home conveniences, it is pretty difficult to beat. It is also an interesting site in that, on one side you
have the lighthouse and on the other side the penguin rehabilitation centre. Also, you meet interesting people who
come hiking by or to see the penguins. One of these was the daughter of Terrence ZS2VDL, Simone ZR2SIM.
Imagine his surprise when she gave him a call.
If I did not know any better, I would think that field stations would be manned by young, adventurous amateurs and
some middle-aged ones. The other middle-aged and elderly would operate from the comfort of their homes. In
practice, it is the middle-aged and elderly who man the field stations. The young ones are conspicuous by their
absence. What does this tell us?

Trudy Malan with three rock hopper penguins. She
is in charge of the penguin rehabilitation centre at
Cape St. Francis.

Station of ZS2U at Cape St. Francis for Jan. 2013
VHF/UHF contest. Left to right: 2 el. 6 m beam,
6 el. 70 cm beam and 5 el. 2 m beam.
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THE VHF SPECTRUM AND ABOVE
SOLID STATE TRANSCEIVERS
In 1947 John Bardeen and Walter Brattain added a second cat’s whisker to a germanium semiconductor and
discovered that it could amplify current about 100 times. This was the first bipolar point-contact transistor and a
crystal that could amplify. William Shockley, also of Bell Laboratories, invented the junction transistor where
junctions replaced the point contacts; later all three received the Nobel Prize. The bipolar junction (BJT) transistors
were the first to be marketed in the early 1950's, and the PNP (P-channel) devices consisted of two junction diodes
back to back with a positive ground connection. The NPN (N-channel) device with reversed polarity followed and was
preferred for most electronic circuits. The bipolar transistors are low impedance devices and can be used as current
amplifiers. They are fitted with three connections, emitter, base and collector that can be compared with the
cathode, grid and anode of a triode tube (valve), respectively. Later the FET (field-effect transistor) and the MOSFET
(metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor) made their appearance, and these were high impedance devices
that could replace tubes in circuits by only changing the operating voltage.
PRINCIPLES OF TRANSCEIVERS
In the early days tube (valve) type receivers and transmitters were bulky and housed in separate large metal cabinets
that took up a lot of space on the operating table. This concept completely changed with the advent of the
integrated circuit (IC) invented by Werner Jacobi in 1949. An IC consists of a large number of tiny transistors in a
microchip, which may form complete circuits with many external connections. The main advantages were cost,
performance and reduction in size of electronic equipment. A receiver and transmitter could now be combined in a
single and smaller unit using a number of IC's and transistors, such as in the famous Icom, Kenwood and Yaesu
transceivers. In the transceiver concept some circuits are shared between the receiver and transmitter such as the
frequency generating stage.
IMPROVING THE FREQUENCY STABILITY
The biggest problem experienced with transmitters and receivers was the instability of the frequency transmitted
and/or received; a change in temperature caused a considerable drift in frequency. Crystal-controlled transmitters
were fine for fixed frequency operation and less affected by any variation in temperature, but broadcasting stations
mounted their crystals inside ovens to maintain a constant temperature and minimum drift. The variable frequency
oscillator (VFO) used in receivers and transmitters presented a major problem. Collins Radio came up with the best
solution at the time, when they introduced their permeability tuned oscillator (PTO) that drifted less that 1200 Hz
throughout the day. The PTO consisted of a slug-tuned coil located inside a metal cylinder with a thermostatically
controlled heater.
BARLOW WADLEY LOOP
Dr. Barlow Wadley of the CSIR in South Africa invented the Barlow Wadley loop and made two very stable prototype
tube (valve) receivers. Early in 1960 Ken Clayton and Dave Larsen (ZS6DN) built the first "all transistor" Wadley
receiver, and Racal UK acquired the rights and manufactured the Racal 217 receiver. The Barlow Wadley loop is
based on a VHF oscillator (MHz tuning) feeding into two separate channels where the one channel is mixed with the
harmonics of a 1 MHz crystal; each band of thirty is covered by a respective harmonic. The two channels are
combined to produce a first IF of 2-3 MHz, when the VHF oscillator drifts then it will vary the same amount in both
channels and in the same direction with no change in output frequency. The 2-3 MHz IF is mixed with a stable VFO
(kHz tuning) to produce a second IF of 455 kHz. In the mid 1960's Dr. Wadley built the first prototype of the famous
Barlow Wadley MK1 "all transistor" portable receiver that became world renowned.
PHASE LOCKED LOOP (PLL)
When two signals have the same frequency then the phase difference between them would be constant, but if the
two frequencies are different then the phase will continuously vary. A basic PLL circuit comprises a voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO), a loop filter, a phase comparator and a reference frequency. The VCO produces a signal
that is fed to the phase comparator, where the phases of the VCO and the reference frequency are compared
resulting in a voltage difference. This error voltage is passed through a low pass filter, and then to the VCO as a
tuning voltage to pull it into the reference frequency and keep it locked. The reference frequency is generated by a
stable low frequency crystal oscillator, consequently when the VCO is operated at higher frequencies its frequency
must be divided by a pre-scale counter to match the reference frequency. There are variations and more
sophisticated PLL circuits but the stability always depends on the crystal clock frequency.
Regards, Mike, ZS2FM
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VHF NEWS
A US TYPE OF VHF CONTEST
It is interesting to see how the ARRL conducted their recent two day VHF contest in the US and Canada of Region 2
where there are thousands of VHF amateurs. The ARRL runs two similar contests annually, one in January and the
other in June. We in South Africa, Region 1, have adapted the PEARS National VHF/UHF Contest to suit our local
conditions, and of course for a greatly reduced number of VHF amateurs. Since we are located at the bottom end of
the African Continent and far away from the other continents, it is possible to have dedicated contest channels
where you can easily find other participants, and in the process also eliminated a lot of unnecessary red tape.
2013 ARRL JANUARY VHF CONTEST:
Date: 19:00 UTC 19 January (Saturday) to 03:59 UTC 21 January (Monday)
Mode: Any
Bands: 50 MHz and up
Classes: Single Op (Low/High); Single Op Portable; Single Op 3 Band; Single Op FM Rover; Limited Rover; Unlimited Rover
Multi-Op; Limited Multi-Op
Max power: HP: 1 500 watts; LP: 200 watts PEP 50/144 MHz; LP: 100 watts PEP
222/432 MHz; LP: 10 watts PEP 902 MHz and above
Exchange: 4-character grid square
Work stations: Once per band
QSO Points: 1 point per 50 or 144 MHz QSO; 2 points per 222 or 432 MHz QSO;
4 points per 902 or 1296 MHz QSO; 8 points per 2.3 GHz or higher QSO
Multipliers: Grid squares once per band; Rovers: grid squares operated from once regardless of band
Score Calculation: Total score = total QSO points x total mults
Find rules at: http://www.arrl.org/january-vhf

Some interesting photos appeared on the Internet of the Rover activity in the USA, it is mindboggling and consists of
4X4’s, one ton trucks etc., all equipped with several masts for VHF and UHF beams including microwave dishes, it is
more elaborate than our own field stations during the PEARS VHF/UHF contest.

RADIO BUSINESS: LOW COST CHINESE MADE ALL MODE HF
TRANSCEIVER FROM CHINA INTRODUCED
Copied from: http://www.arnewsline.org/
A new all mode low priced High Frequency transceiver from China is on the way. Called the Feitong model FT-808 the new radio
is being billed primarily as a Marine Band transceiver but its published specifications read more like a mid-range piece of ham
radio gear. For instance the FT-808 has a receive range of 500 KHz to 29.9 MHz and a transmitter that covers 1.6 to 29.9 MHz.
In other words, it covers all the ham radio bands from 160 through 10 and lots more.
The receiver is a double conversion superhetrodyne with both it and the transmitter capable of operating upper and lower
sideband, CW and AM with 100 memory channels. Tuning appears to be by up and down push buttons with a claimed receiving
sensitivity of 12 db SINAD and a squelch sensitivity threshold on SSB, CW, and RTTY of less than 5.6uV.
One thing of note: transmitter power appears to be in the 100 watt or slightly higher range, also according to the public spec
sheet there appears to be no provision to lock out transmission on 11 meters. This will likely keep it from gaining FCC
acceptance for legalized sales in the United States. At least not in its current non-locked out 11 meter configuration.
That said, the Feitong FT-808 carries a delivered list price of only $410 U-S dollars. Its complete specifications and a video of an
Italian ham radio operation using it on 40 meters is on-line at tinyurl.com/feitong-808-hf.
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HAM RADIO OUTLET-SOUTH AFRICA cc
“Where Radio is a Passion”

TS990S Coming Soon!

Call 041 3711425
Speak to Donovan (ZS2DL) or Andre (ZS2BK)

We Ship Country Wide!

Visit http://www.hamradio.co.za

For all your ham radio requirements!
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Sunday Bulletins

Bulletin Roster

PEARS bulletins are transmitted on Sundays immediately
after the SARL English transmission, i.e. at about 08:30 on
7098 kHz as well as the 2 metre linked network that
provides from Butterworth to George and up to the Free
State and their environs. PEARS 7098 or 3640 kHz
transceiver facilities are also remotely linked as needed. In
addition, the SARL's 40 m operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz
or Hamnet's 7070 kHz can be remotely patched to the 2 m
network in receive only mode or with full transceive
capability for interactive events.
A recorded rebroadcast of the bulletin takes place on the
Eastern Cape Linked Repeater Network every Monday night
at 20h00 courtesy of various volunteers who rotate this
duty.

24 Feb
3 March
10 March
17 March
24 March
31 March
7 April

Freddy
Chris
Patsy
Theunis
Johannes
Tony
Glen

ZR2FM
ZS2AAW
ZS2PTY
ZS2EC
ZS2JO
ZR2TX
ZS2GV

The bulletin readers are always
looking for something to
announce. If you have
something to contribute, please
forward it to the next reader.

CONGRATULATIONS
BIRTHDAYS – March
01 Rudi Goosens ZR2RCG
03 Daphne XYL of Paul ZS2PG Galpin
07 Lizl XYL of Glen ZS2GF Fyffe
13 Margret XYL of Martin ZS2MR Ras
15 Susanna XYL of Mike ZS2FM Bosch
16 Anne XYL of Graham ZS2GIB Butcher
21 Andrew Gray ZS2G
22 Peggy XYL of Viv ZS2VM Moore
29 Alan Whitehead ZS2R
31 Terrence van der Linden ZS2VDL

ANNIVERSARIES – March
03 Anne and Graham ZS2GIB Butcher
15 Cheryl and Arno ZS2ABT du Preez
22 Ellie and Rudi ZR2RCG Goosens
27 Ursula and Douglas ZS2DT du Toit
If you are a member and your birthday or
anniversary details are omitted or incorrect,
please notify Clive ZS2RT (or any committee
member) to update our records.

DIARY OF EVENTS
23 February
2 – 3 March
3 March
9 – 10 March
10 March
16 – 17 March
16 – 17 March
19 March
30 – 31 March
4 April
14 April
18 April

SARL Youth Sprint 10:00 to 12:00 CAT with a special event
starting at 09:00
ARRL Int'l Phone DX Contest
SARL Hamnet 40 m Simulated Emergency Contest
RSGB Commonwealth Contest
North American RTTY Sprint
SARL VHF/UHF Analogue/Digital Contest
Russian DX Contest
PEARS monthly meeting at the Italian Sporting Club
CQ WPX SSB Contest
80 m QSO Party
SpecSavers Ironman Port Elizabeth
World Amateur Radio Day

A Sunday school teacher asked, 'Johnny, do you think Noah did a lot of fishing when he was on the Ark?'
‘No,’ replied Johnny. 'How could he, with just two worms.'
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Your Society’s Committee for 2012/2013
Chairman, Events organising
Vice Chairman,
Technical/repeaters
Secretary, Events organising
Treasurer
Social, Meetings
Public Relations

Tony Allen ZR2TX
Glen Cummings ZS2GV

082 956 2920
082 411 2743

tony.zr2tx[at]gmail.com
glen[at]peham.co.za

Llise Dodd ZS2LLD
llise[at]peham.co.za
Clive Fife ZS2RT
041 367 3203
clive[at]peham.co.za
Patsy Kruger ZS2PTY
patsy[at]peham.co.za
Johannes Geldenhuys
O82 320 3032 Johannes[at]s4.co.za
ZS2JO
Events
Fred Leibach ZR2FM
O86 619 9650 fredl[at]postnet.co.za
QSX Distribution, Contests,
Theunis Potgieter
082 766 8830
zs2ec[at]qsl.net
Awards
ZS2EC
Technical/repeaters, WiFi
Chris Scarr ZS2AAW
082 925 6367
christopher[at]peham.co.za
CO-OPTED POSTS
RAE Examination Admin.
Donovan ZS2DL
082 852 4885
zs2dl[at]hamradio.co.za
Assessors
Rory ZS2BL
072 026 8909
rory[at]commco.co.za
Chris ZS2AAW
082 925 6367
christopher[at]peham.co.za
Donovan ZS2DL
082 852 4885
zs2dl[at]hamradio.co.za
Bill ZS2ABZ
041 581 2580
zs2abz[at]isat.co.za
VHF, Hamnet contest scoring Al ZS2U
041 360 2983
al[at]peham.co.za
Contest Committee
Theunis ZS2EC
082 766 8830
contest[at]peham.co.za
Mike ZS2FM
084 612 9600
mcbosch[at]webafrica.org.za
Meetings catering
Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ
O41 581 2580 zs2abz[at]isat.co.za
QSX Editor
Eric Hosten ZS2ECH
072 8414 693
qsx[at]peham.co.za
Replace [at] with @ when you want to send an email (this is done to try to prevent spamming).

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services
Local Repeaters:
These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area.
Town VHF
Town UHF
Uitenhage
Tygerhoek
Longmore
145,050/650
431,050/438,650
145,075/675
145,000/600
145,025/625

Cape Linked System Repeaters:
These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, in conjunction with the Border, Southern Cape and
WCRWG systems. See www.zs2pe.co.za/Repeaters/repeaters.htm for more details.
Lady's Slipper
Grahamstown
Cradock
Noupoort
145,100/700
145,150/750
145,050/650
438,750 / 438,675
Colesberg
Kareedouw
Plett
Brenton
431,075/438,675
145,127/725
145,175/775
145,075/675

Packet network:
ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node
Lady’s Slipper
10,151 LSB 300bd APRS
144,800 1200bd
438,275 1200bd (FWD)
434,875 9600bd
434,800 1200bd APRS
Cape Linked System

ZS0NTP BBS
Lady’s Slipper
On all node frequencies

ZS0KDJ APRS Digi
Mount Road
434,800 1200bd

ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node
Grahamstown
144,800 1200bd
434,800 1200bd (FWD)
439,850 9600bd
ZS0KDB APRS Digi
Longmore
434,800 1200bd

ZS0CDK-2 Digi
Cradock
144,800 1200bd

ZS2ABZ-4
WMR918 WX Station
144,625 1200bd

VHF Beacon: 50,006 MHz FSK – ZS2X, 25 Watts into 2 element Yagi beaming north.
Banking details (for subs & donations): NEDBANK SAVINGS ACCOUNT No. 221 252 7594, Bank
code 121217, A/C name: Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society. Please use call signs as a reference.
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IF NOT DELIVERED
RETURN TO
Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society
PO Box 10402
LINTON GRANGE
6015
AMATEUR RADIO is the hobby for RADIO EXPERIMENTERS
and those who like to fiddle with ELECTRONICS,
COMMUNICATIONS or COMPUTERS
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